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fh6h97d2i0u.xfdApple on Wednesday released the fifth beta of iOS 7 to registered developers,
although the release notes aren't as significant as past betas. iOS 7 beta 5 is available in the Apple

Developers Center, and it brings with it an improved status bar color options, along with minor
tweaks to the lock screen, notifications panel and Siri search results. But, it's worth noting that Apple

updated OS X to include a "Limit Ad Tracking" setting right below the Clear History & Sites menu.
Some of the changes that users can expect are as follows: Status bar options: You can now

customize the color of the status bar icon, status bar background and the keyboard background. You
can now customize the color of the status bar icon, status bar background and the keyboard

background. Notification panel: You can now make the most recent notification panel sticky on the
lockscreen. You can now make the most recent notification panel sticky on the lockscreen. Siri

changes: The Today button’s badge is now colorized when it is selected so you can tell at a glance if
you have any searches active. The Today button’s badge is now colorized when it is selected so you
can tell at a glance if you have any searches active. Lock screen: You can now customize the look of
the lockscreen by selecting from different wallpapers for the background and the icons. You can also

choose the number of alerts displayed on the lockscreen. You can now customize the look of the
lockscreen by selecting from different wallpapers for the background and the icons. You can also

choose the number of alerts displayed on the lockscreen. Reminders Panel: You can now make the
reminders panel sticky on the lockscreen for easy access. You can also hide the location of the

reminder based on your location. You can now make the reminders panel sticky on the lockscreen for
easy access. You can also hide the location of the reminder based on your location. Safari: You can

now make pages sticky on the lockscreen. You can now make pages sticky on the lockscreen. UI
improvements: To make navigation easier on the lockscreen, there are now 2-finger swipes on the

home screen and notification panel. To make navigation easier on the lockscreen, there are
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